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U.S. tech companies need to import “top tier talent” so they can beat China’s
aggressive companies, says a bait-and-switch message from ex-Google chief
Eric Schmidt to the White House.

“The ability to attract and retain top-tier talent from around the world is the backbone of a trifecta where
the best talent comes to the U.S., to work at the best institutions on the most cutting-edge intellectual
property,” Schmidt said an op-ed for Barron’s magazine. “Our nation’s own National Security
Strategy says it best: ‘The United States must continue to attract the innovative and the inventive, the
brilliant and the bold.'”

But Schmidt used this “top tier” pitch as cover for his demand Presidnet Donald Trump allow many
Fortune 500 companies and investors to import blocs of compliant labor via the white collar, visa worker
pipelines.

“It is a typical bait and switch,” said John Miano, at the Immigration Reform Law Institute.

For example, the 600,000 resident H-1B visa workers are portrayed by business groups and the
establishment media as “high-skill workers,” he said, “But “they aren’t skilled workers [because] the
purpose of the H-1B program is to replace ordinary American graduates — and it does that very well.”

The imported blocs of compliant and cheap college-graduate labor allow CEOs and their foreign-born
managers to sideline the millions of American graduates who will argue with their bosses, take time off
for their families, demand higher pay, and quit to create new companies.

Schmidt’s June op-ed was posted shortly after President Trump announced June 22 that he would shrink
the inflow of H-1B visa workers so young American professionals can get a wide variety of entry-level
tech-jobs.

Trump’s reform is being denounced by Fortune 500 companies, tech leaders, and investors because it
threatens the technology sector’s control over their tightly-controlled labor force.

For example, Schmidt’s rhetoric about the “top tier” migrants ignores the public data about the skill level
of the resident population of visa workers.

That population includes at least 600,000 H-1Bs plus roughly 500,000 foreign workers who get work
permits each year via universities and the government’s Optional Practical Training (CPT) and Curricular
Practical Training (CPT) pipelines.

The H-1B data shows the vast majority of imported workers are inexperienced graduates from low-
quality Indian universities. These workers are not imported for cutting-edge research. They are hired by
Fortune 500 companies to displace America’s outspoken and innovative professionals.

For example, in New York, 65 percent of the H-1Bs requests in 2017 were for recent graduates with Level
I or Level II experience, according to federal data presented by SAITJ.org. Just six percent were for
workers in the Level IV, or “fully competent” category. The 17 percent of workers without skill
descriptions were to be paid just the Level II workers.

Even in Silicon Valley’s Menlo Park, 51 percent of the H-1B requests in 2017 were for recent graduates
with Level I or Level II experience, according to the 2017 federal data presented by SAITJ.org. Twenty-
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four percent of the visas were sought for experience Level III workers, and only 10 percent were sought
for expert Level IV workers. The remaining 33 percent of unspecified H-1B workers were promised wages
somewhere between Level III and Level IV skills.

Similarly, the low skill visa workers get the vast majority of the green cards that are sponsored by
employers. The data at MyVisaJobs shows 67,512 requests for Level 1 visa-workers in 2019, but only
17,598 for Level IV visa-workers.

Similarly, the federal government provides work permits to roughly 500,000 foreign workers who are
enrolled in U.S. colleges or have just graduated. Some of these OPT or CPT work permits go to Ph.D.
graduates trying to get jobs in the United States. But the vast majority goes to people who have enrolled
in or just graduated from masters’ degree courses in lower-tier colleges. For example, OPTnation.com
describes itself as “Best OPT Jobs Portal for F1 International Students in USA,” and recently posted ads
seeking an accountant in Maine and a “software engineer associate” in Austin, Texas.

The skill levels of OPT graduates are deliberately hidden by government agencies, says Miano. “There has
been deliberate hiding of that information … We have no measure of [visa workers’] skills,” he said.

This huge number of visa workers also hides a growing population of illegal foreign graduates who use
fraudulent documents and skill certificates to compete for gig work by subcontractors for cooperating
Fortune 500 companies. The illegal population also includes people who overstay their work or student
visas, or who work illegally while using a multiyear B-1/B2 visa which allows them to get in and out of the
United States.

Bona-fide experts can get O-1 “genius visas” or employer-provided green cards at modest expense,
regardless of reforms to the H-1B or OPT programs, said Miano.

Other data shows that millions of American graduates earn technology or science degrees — and never
get the chance to use those skills. “The nation graduates more than two times as many STEM students
each year as find jobs in STEM fields,” concluded Hal Salzman, a public policy professor at Rutgers
University.

Schmidt makes token concessions to the data that shows harm to Americans: “It’s fair to point out that
some visa programs could be abused by companies seeking to exploit the system. The solution is to fix
the system vulnerabilities, not stop the economic growth it fuels.”

But Schmidt’s primary response to the data was his rejection of any curbs on lower-skilled white-collar
migration. He wrote:

immigration and diversity are not just issues about political convictions; from a purely pragmatic
perspective, they are also economic, industrial, and foreign policy because they support our core
competitive advantage in technology. Multiculturalism is a powerful core competency for our
country, and we should be doing everything we can to reinforce it.

In this case, Schmidt’s “diversity … [and] multiculturalism” package imports large numbers of white-
collar migrants who compete for a wide variety of college jobs, including the starter jobs needed by new
U.S. graduates — and by underemployed Antifa protestors.
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The painful impact of “diversity … [and] multiculturalism” on the nation is seen in growing political
turmoil, deepening civic disagreement, the election of Donald Trump in 2016, and the spreading riots
and destruction triggered by the police death of George Floyd.

Many corporations have rhetorically backed the protests — but are refusing to change their preference
for foreign tech workers over Americans.

Polls show this corporate hiring policy is very unpopular. Many polls show that Americans want to
welcome immigrants, but strongly oppose the award of jobs to migrants while Americans are
unemployed.

In response, Trump decided June 22 to temporarily block some visa pipelines and to reform the H-1B
program. The H-1B reform would allow companies to import “top tier” talent while barring companies
from importing workers for the starter jobs needed by U.S. graduates. The reform will be blocked by
business groups if Trump loses the reelection campaign.

Trump’s modest reform does not interfere with the J-1 visa inflow of the Chinese professionals who do
play an outsized role in tech companies and the U.S. laboratories. These Chinese lab-workers are
typically labeled as “students” to downplay their role as a cheap-labor substitute for skilled American
graduates.

In mid-June, Schmidt told DefenseOne.com:

One of the things that we looked at was the role of Chinese students in American research. And for
those of you who are shocked by this, I’m sorry but I’ll tell you the truth, that many of the top
graduate students are foreign-born and typically Chinese. That’s partly because the really, really
smart Chinese researchers would prefer to be here. They love America! And they love the
freedoms…they want academic freedom.

But the foreign labor strategy touted by Schmidt is not working, according to Schmidt’s February op-ed
in the New York Times.

Even with their existing huge inflow of visa-workers, Silicon Valley CEOs are losing their fundamental
competition against Chinese companies, Schmidtt wrote:

Important trends are not in our favor. America’s lead in artificial intelligence, for example, is
precarious. A.I. will open new frontiers in everything from biotechnology to banking, and it is also a
Defense Department priority. Leading the world in A.I. is essential to growing our economy and
protecting our security. A recent study considering more than 100 metrics finds that the United
States is well ahead of China today but will fall behind in five to 10 years. China also has almost
twice as many supercomputers and about 15 times as many deployed 5G base stations as the United
States. If current trends continue, China’s overall investments in research and development are
expected to surpass those of the United States within 10 years, around the same time its economy
is projected to become larger than ours.

The fix is to double down on the existing failed foreign labor polices, according to Schmidt:
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We should undertake major efforts to train up-and-coming scientists and engineers, and attract
more global technology experts to the United States. A majority of computer scientists with
graduate degrees working in America were born abroad, as were most current graduate students
studying computer science in U.S. universities. They are a source of national strength. A vast
majority want to stay and contribute to American innovation. We must make it easier for them to do
so. There is no need to wait for comprehensive immigration reform: We can change the immigration
process for highly skilled people now to reduce the red tape, backlogs and uncertainty that threaten
to drive tech talent to other countries — including to our strategic competitors.

Schmidt’s role is complicated by his conflicting interests.

He touts his past leadership role in the technology sector — he is a former CEO of Google — to present
himself as an expert on economic policy.

But he is also an investor who gains stock market wealth when immigrants boost consumption and
shrink wages. For example, he is a paid up member of FWD.us, a D.C. advocacy group of wealthy West
Coast investors who champion a cheap-labor economic strategy.

Trump’s reforms, if continued, are a threat to Schmidt’s fellow tech investors, including their Indian
business partners.

The reforms would force U.S. companies to recruit more U.S. professionals at higher wages. The higher
wages would reduce profits and stock market values — and so help restore the lost wealth of the U.S.
middle-class. The policy would also allow U.S. graduates to regain management positions and control of
U.S.-based companies, including Google, which is now run by an Indian-born, former H-1B worker.

Moreover, Trump’s reforms will boost the workplace clout of U.S professionals, so helping them to get
jobs and the experience they need to form their own companies — including companies that may sap
value from Google, Microsoft, Apple, and other top-ranked firms.

Trump’s new incentives will encourage more Americans to get technology degrees, further decentralizing
the power held by U.S. tech CEOs. In turn, those professionals will put more pressure on U.S. executives
to develop innovative and higher-quality products instead of delivering immediate shareholder profits.

This is far more important than DACA: 
Veritas shows Facebook has an HR memo discriminating against the golden children of America's
professional class, b/c the VPs prefer #H1Bs.
I doubt professionals will let the tech-CEOs discard their sons &
daughters.https://t.co/z2LMKTJgc9

— Neil Munro (@NeilMunroDC) June 18, 2020

 

Follow Neil Munro on Twitter @NeilMunroDC, or email the author at
NMunro@Breitbart.com.
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• Reply • 17△ ▽

Bullet2354  • 8 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> say what

The TRUE MEASURE OF "TOP TIER" can be defined at the top 1% of salaried workers....

And those people make north of $185,000 per year.

So if we can agree that ANY IMMIGRANT WORKER 'MUST' make $185,000 OR MORE -
salaried per year.... as the law.

Then the Middle Class will begin to grow again as CPA's and Data Base/Programers will
not be displaced.....
 9△ ▽

Two2trees  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Bullet2354

Plenty of H1 workers make that. Usaa has at least 300 JUST CHINESE engineers
who make that range. Just one “super-patriotic” company.
△ ▽

Bullet2354  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> Two2trees

The vast majority of H1-b workers make under $100,000 per year. The US
should only allow Foreign Visa workers when the US Unemployment rate hits
1%.

If US CORPS want specialty skilled employees.... then they can pay for the
training themselves.
△ ▽

Two2trees  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> Bullet2354

They can and do manipulate unemployment rates.
△ ▽

Kevin355  • 8 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> say what

You are correct. These companies will hire foreign students at a fraction of the cost, and
many will work outside of US boundaries as well.

It is the same reason that Walt Disney World and Disneyland hire foreign students. Had a
neighbor of ours do a WDW internship last year...4-6 people in an apartment just to make
ends meet, while WDW raises costs on everything and tries to find a way to keep pay low
for American students under the guise of, "Disney intern." She left after 2 months of a 6
month internship.
 6△ ▽

SmallBizGuy  • 8 days ago> Kevin355

The imported workers know they can't complain about working conditions or
long hours, so they are exploited by greedy, unscrupulous task masters.
American grads would justifiably not tolerate such treatment. Publish the
names of the companies and the managers who treat their workers like slaves
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• Reply •

p g
and send BLM after them. That would be fitting.
 4△ ▽

Gamelore  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> SmallBizGuy

You hit the nail on the head as to why they prefer visa holders. It is not
cheaper salary labor. It is higher output labor driven by the whip of
deportation. This raises expectations for all workers (including US citizens,
who therefore don't get promoted as much) to an extremely unpleasant level
of continuing work through nights and weekends. This causes visa holders to
rise up the chain, and they are more likely to hire additional visa holders, in
turn.
 1△ ▽

john  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> Gamelore

Boeing is paying its contract Indian tech workers $9/hr. while laying off their
higher paid US tech workers. it is the wages.
△ ▽

Gamelore  • 7 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> john

Oh, interesting. I didn't know that actual lower salaries/wages were being
paid to visa holders in some companies in addition to what I've personally
witnessed (whip of deportation).
△ ▽

ALM  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> SmallBizGuy

You can start with cRapital one and Amex
△ ▽

Rinky slobone  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Kevin355

That's why they call it Mouse-shwitz.
 1△ ▽

Rawdata  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> say what

The numbers of US Tech workers that have been fired and forced to train their HB1
replacements is astonishing.

Almost as astonishing as the number of Big Wigs that sell out our country
 3△ ▽

PragmaticCitizen  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> say what

Cheap labor. Billionaires gotta get richer. America won't be allowed to stand in the way.
 3△ ▽

Deplorable One  • 8 days ago • edited> PragmaticCitizen

Billionaires are rarely pro America conservatives. They are get rich and sacrifice
America if needed Name them other than Trump if you think this is wrong
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• Reply •
America if needed. Name them other than Trump if you think this is wrong.
 1△ ▽

PragmaticCitizen  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Deplorable One

Billionaires are the purest form of conservative. Free markets. The right to
make and keep all the wealth you can get.
△ ▽

jgv1 .  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> PragmaticCitizen

“Purest form of conservative” is a no. “Purest form of liberalism” would be
correct. If they were conservatives, then they would be wedded to national
culture, local colleges, and probably be privately held companies.
 2△ ▽

PragmaticCitizen  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> jgv1 .

True enough..they are classical liberals.... conservatives in the American
sense. Wall Street elites used to call themselves conservative, but crony
capitalism requires plenty of government handouts and the hypocrisy
became a little too obvious....
 1△ ▽

john  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> PragmaticCitizen

Bribing Congress for favors and advantages isn't the purest form of
capitalism, it is the purest form of corruption.
 1△ ▽

PragmaticCitizen  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> john

Crony capitalism is the end stage of all capitalism. Competitive market
systems work.... until individuals have too much money and power. Fix the
greed and you fix capitalism.
△ ▽

P8riot  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> PragmaticCitizen

Tech billionaires are the politburo of our time. They will tolerate b L m and
anti fa (Da) until they will not. Then remember the words to the song:
“Whatcha gonna do when they come for you?”
△ ▽

Elisa  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> PragmaticCitizen

Well, what you describe is selfishness, which is libertarianism or free market
liberals like the Clintons.
△ ▽

PragmaticCitizen  • 8 days ago> Elisa

The Clintons are definitely in the group. America is now defined by greed.
Take as much wealth as you can.
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• Reply •△ ▽

Bronx_Native  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> PragmaticCitizen

You are not paying attention. George Soros is a Billionaire, he is not
anywhere close to being a conservative.

Your a joke. But not funny.
△ ▽

Bronx_Native  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> PragmaticCitizen

Hey, the Bushes and McCains and Romney and Utah LibertarianMike Lee are 100%
supportive of policies that make multinational corporations wealthy and American
workers poorer.

Why do you think all these phony conservatives, including former Tech CEO Carly
Fiorina, are publicly anti-Trump and in some cases have already announce they are
voting for Biden?
△ ▽

PragmaticCitizen  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Bronx_Native

They're all phonies....it's just greed now. Even on China the so called
Communists throw Maoists in jail....they won't tolerate anyone stealing their
money either.
△ ▽

john  • 8 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> say what

Their top tier stay in China and India, they send the ones they don't want. Does anyone
think Mexico sends its top tier talent? They send the ones they don't want. We've become
the world's dumping ground.

Did Eric Schmidt just say that blacks are not smart enough to work for Google or the tech
companies. Instead of fallen statues BLM needs to demand Indians and Chinese stay at
home and that Americans get hired instead.
△ ▽

say what  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> john

Blacks haven't yet figured it out that Tech is calling them Stupid...
△ ▽

Milo  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> say what

Money in his pocket....
△ ▽

Zatoichi  • 8 days ago> say what

Yes.. The Chinese foreign students that cheat and spy for their country are the only talent
that comes out of American universities. The local Americans are just there to balance the
school budget with admissions, even if they are in he same programs as the Chinese
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• Reply •

g , y p g
students... SARC

Utter madness.
△ ▽

Dr. Frank Nadspal  • 8 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> say what

Maybe that's why Mr. Schmidt does business with China. American educated Chinese
return to China. Top tier but cheap. He deserves ridicule.
△ ▽

contrariant  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> say what

Baseball is still popular in the Dominican Republic while out inner cities are all about hoops
and the suburban kids play soccer. Blame that on mothers.

But it's amazing that all this top tier talent works for 3rd World Wages.

Computer techs bought into the "professional" classification and failed to unionize, and
when Microsoft came up with Remote Desktop there was a mass restructuring of tech
support and wages went down.

Same thing happened to programmers. Windows 10 is permanently Beta-ware due to all
this top tier talent floating through tech. Maybe hire a guy who wants to live here and raise
a family.
△ ▽

john  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> contrariant

Like a US citizen that does live here and wants to raise a family.
 1△ ▽

PickleIsHot  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> say what

It could... it could!
△ ▽

Deplorable Badger • 8 days ago

• Reply •

I have worked in Technology for 38 years and can say with certainty that the foreign H1B invaders
are not top tier, they are cheap. When I started my career the best engineers ran Programs and
Projects with the thought you needed someone in charge who understood the technology in order
to properly lead and be capable of gauging how good of job someone was doing. Somehow
MBA's and Project Managers who lack knowledge of technology became responsible for running
projects despite not understanding the technology. These fools hire their programmers and
engineers by the pound and falsely believe cheap is the same as good. In technology you can
have packs of people working the rest of their lives on a project and if they lack the mental
capacity, they will not be able to get the job done. It now takes packs of H1B's to do jobs that
used to be done be a single really bright engineer or programmer.

 11△ ▽

Leo Boyd  • 8 days ago> Deplorable Badger
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• Reply •

You hit the nail right on the head. I to worked in tech my entire working life which was
terminated early by being replaced by a yo-yo from India. At age 58 I was not going to be
hired by a high tech company again.

Was my replacement hired because of expertise in the field I was working in? No! He was
hired because he was willing to work cheap. When the dust settled they had to hire 3,
count them, 3 cheap engineers to cover my duties. Marketing and bean counter driven
engineering doesn’t work. Was asked a couple times to IC for the company. I had saved
and invested well. I waved at them with both hands, middle fingers extended.
 8△ ▽

frankleentrue  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Leo Boyd

Not only that, but the product is not as good. Case in point the Boeing MAX airliner,
whose software was designed and written by H1B visa workers. To save dollars
Boeing has now cost itself millions, but that is not something company execs will
allow to be said.
 2△ ▽

Rawdata  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Leo Boyd

Same here except for investing well.
 2△ ▽

Deplorable Badger  • 8 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Leo Boyd

Here is another thought on this topic. Imagine you were terminated and as a
condition of receiving severance pay you were required to train your replacement.
Your Manager doesn't understand what you do because he lacks the technical
aptitude. I would do everything possible to go through the motions of 'training' my
replacement, while doing everything possible to show him the wrong way to do
things. From the quality of H1B work that I observe, there are many like minded
Patriots out there.
 1△ ▽

Leo Boyd  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Deplorable Badger

That happened to me many years ago. Was asked to take over supervision of
the add on memory test for mainframe computers. This was before PCs etc..
was promised if I did a good job it would be a permanent position. The old
carrot routine. Mortimer here went for it. Six month later my boss called me
into his office and told me they had decided to bring in someone from the
outside to fill the position. They asked me to train him when he arrives in two
weeks. It was about 10 AM. I grinned at my boss and said absolutely not. As
a matter of fact you have 10 minutes to find a replacement. That’s how long it
will take me to clean out my desk. I had another job Two days later.
 2△ ▽

Deplorable Badger  • 8 days ago • edited> Leo Boyd

Good job. That is what I would do. Would leave the building giving them what
I ll th Fi D B hi d th b k d th k b t th l
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• Reply •

I call the Finger Dance. Behind the back, around the neck, between the legs,
ending with spin into the double FU pose.
 1△ ▽

Leo Boyd  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Deplorable Badger

Live up to that badger handle my friend. Wolverine here.
 1△ ▽

Deplorable Badger  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Leo Boyd

We are about the same age, surely you remember the F'em Bucky T-shirts
that were popular, which featured Bucky flipping the bird. I will live up to that
Bucky tradition if I were laid off and asked to train my replacement.
△ ▽

Leo Boyd  • 7 days ago

• Reply •

> Deplorable Badger

I have been known to do the finger dance when the situation requires it.
Sometimes it goes beyond that. Millennials have a tendency to piss me off.
Had three of them talking loudly at a summer concert. They were pissing me
and the people around me off. I got up and walked back to them and asked
the loudest one to tone it down. Loudest said who are you to tell me what to
do and he poked me in the chest. Not a good thing to do to me. He poked
my chest and I had a handful of his nuts and was squeezing firmly. He could
no longer speak. He was having some trouble breathing. OK young fella you
and your two buddies are going to accompany me to the parking lot. If either
of you two interfere your buddy will be singing soprano the rest of his life.
Several men in the area had pained expressions. Loudmouth followed me to
the parking lot on tiptoes. Once there we had a chat with my hand Still
wrapped around his latisabels. You three finish your conversation out here. If
you wish to return to the concert you may. I can assure you the pain you
have received is nothing. I gave you a break. It won’t happen again. With that
the squeeze got firmer and loudmouth went to his knees. I let go,turned, and
walked away. They did not return to the music.

I saw him a few weeks later walking my way in our little town. He spotted me
and crossed the street.
 1△ ▽

Deplorable Badger  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Leo Boyd

Go Blue.
△ ▽

not having much fun  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Deplorable Badger

42 years in IT, and you are absolutly right....
 3△ ▽

Mack  • 8 days ago> Deplorable Badger

"These fools hire their programmers and engineers by the pound" That is great! haha
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Load more comments

• Reply •
These fools hire their programmers and engineers by the pound . That is great! haha
 2△ ▽

Rawdata  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Mack

One major goal is to off-shore the IT.

Whenever I call Tech Support I ask "How's the weather in Bangalor?"
 4△ ▽

Deplorable Badger  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Rawdata

I call them, "Those who speak with their tongue glued to the roof of their
mouth." They sound like they have a Koch in their mouth when they speak. I
had once made a similar post about the way they sound like they have a
Koch in the mouth and I attracted a real life H1B troll who explained they are
taught to do something called Glottal Blocking where they hold their tongues
to the roof of their mouth so they can breathe and talk at the same time. This
is why you never hear them pause between sentences to take a breath. He
then called me a mouth breather.
△ ▽

Rawdata  • 8 days ago

• Reply •

> Deplorable Badger

Way back when I was a database manager, one of our tasks was to improve search
modules. My cubicle neighbor and I would bid on source code based on who could re-write
the module in the fewest lines of Fortran. I once took a 990 line monstrosity and replaced it
with 20 instructions.

Interesting that spell check no longer recognizes the term Fortran.
 1△ ▽
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